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GENERAL BACKGROUND

1. The economic crisis that has plagued African countries since the early

1930's is still widely felt throughout Africa despite a slightly better economic
performance that was registered by few countries in 1986, mainly the oil

importing ones. The African oil exporting countries however, have suffered

■serious economic setbacks due to last year's sharp fall in oil prices. Go the

fall in commodity prices on which African economies are heavily dependent now

embraces all commodities exported by African countries including oil. The

magnitude of the fall in conmodity prices is clearly demonstrated by the

performance in export earnings of African countries which sharply declined from

USO60.6 billion in I9O5 to US?¥f,3 billion in 1906o This had" resulted in a
decrease in foreign exchange available for African countries to import essential

commodities and service their huge external debts „

2O Other factors have also been at work. These are fluctuations in exchange

rates of the major currencies in which nost international trade is denominated

whose instability was of such magnitude over recent years th.it they have made

economic planning in developing Africa extremely difficult. In addition, the

interest rates which have decreased in nominal terms over last year are still

very high in real terms and have even picked up in noninal terms during the

second quarter of 19&*7«

STRUCTURAL ADJUSTIiENT AND POLICY REFORMS

3c Many African countries have introduced new policy reforms and implemented

structural adjustment programmes specifically designed to overcone the present

unsatisfactory situation of their economies bringing about a resumption in

economic growth. However, Africa is still poorer today than it was in the 1960's

immediately after independance= The plain truth ic that growth rates tare

showed down, per capita incomes have been shrinking, food production has

declined and population growth rates are higher resulting in declining standards
of

k« The international community9 while aware of these policy reforms, have
not done much to assist African countries in these efforte. Instead, the

adverse international economic environment has been further exacerbated by the

decline in Official Development Assistance (ODA) in real terras as well as

declines in export credits and foreign direct investments The Commercial Banks

have also either ceased or decreased substantially the provision of loans to

African countries especially in the wake of the debt servicing crisis. The

exports of manufactures and semi-manufactures have been subject to protectionism

and other trade barriers which continue to raake access to the developed countries

markets much more difficult. As a result» onlv few countries experienced

balance of payments improvements and these have mainly been achieved through

heavy reductions in imports of essential goods a method that is most undesirable

taking into account the present stage of economic development of the countries

and their need for engendering a full econonic recovery.
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UNITED SATI0E3 PROGRAMME OF ACTION FOR AFRICAN ECONOMIC

RECOVERY AM) DEVELOPMENT (UITPAAERD)

5 c We wish once again to draw attention to UNPAAERD which was adopted by

the Special Session of the UII General Assembly on the Critical Economic

Situation in Africa., This laid down a "compact" between Africa and the

international coniaunity. Africa has recognized its responsibility in taking

its economies out of the present crisis and has indeed already embarked on

medium and long term programmes specially designed to alleviate the present

crisis and resume economic growth. The commitment of African countries in this

regard are clearly outlined in Africa's Priority Programme for Economic Recovery

1986-199O (AP?ER)0 The international community expressed its support to Africa

through the special session of UH General Assenbly on the Critical Economic

Situation of Africa which adopted the United Nations Programme of Action for

Africa's Economic Recovery and Development 198C-1990 (UNPAAERD), Few positive

actions have been taken by the international community to fulfill its committment

to Africa's recovery programme, and increased efforts need to be nade in

order to provide Africa uith the assistance it needs to extricate itself from

the present crisis.

So The implementation, of the adjustment programmes and policy reforms on

which many African countries have embarked over recent years have been particularly

burdensome in terns of economic and social costs and their effectiveness in

restoring balance to the external payments situation of the countries have yet to

be fully assessed. To this end, Africa feels that excess demand as a cause of

external payments imbalances,, which seems to be the basis of I.MOFO adjustment

programmesj and the deflationary policies that invariably constitute these

programmes3 ought to be fundamentally reviewed in order to draw up new programmes that

are more conducive to economic growth of African countriesc The international

economic and financial environment continues to be dictated by the policies of

the few highly developed countries of the world, which is in our view unfair

and inimical to global recoverv and growth and detrimental to the implementation

of adjustment programmes in the weaker countries of the world. It is therefore

very difficult or even impossible for African countries to achieve better

economic performance as long as few countries take the major decisions in the

field of money„ finance and trade without due regard to the situation of the

weaker countries of the world and in particular African countries whose plight

is9 to say the least, worrisomec

7- It is high tine that the ULF,, exercises its surveillance on developed

as well as developing countries as called for in its articles of agreement

in order to ensure a stable international economic environment the present onesided

adjustment programmed imposed on developing countries will not to take the

world out of its econoraic crisis simply because the few countries which hold the

key to the stability and econoraic growth are not undertaking any adjustment

programmes themselves and are not making genuine efforts to help those that are

adjusting. The recent attempts made by the industrialized countries to co-ordinate

their economic policies5 although welcome as they may be, have not yielded any

concrete results„ In fact., the divergence of opinions aziong these countries

have increased protectionism as well as the fluctuations in exchange rates.
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It is also very desturbing that the lack of co-operation among the industrial

countries of the world brings go much hardshin to the people of the world

especially those living in Africa-

8. Because of the harsh international econorcic environment in which we live

today, the African countries experience great difficulties in mobilizing the

resources necessary for their economic development. It is in order to alleviate

this dearth of resources for development that ve are appealing to the IMF to

increase the international liquidity through an increase in the quotas of its

nrcnbers especially African countries, A new issuance and allocation of
SDTis linked to the financing of development should also be undertaken as soon as

possible in conpliance with the request cfthe majority of Fund members*, Regarding

the access to the resources of the Fund, it is now obvious that the

creditworthiness of most of our countries has been eroded vis-a-vis private

capital markets over recent years because of problems of debt servicing. At the

same tiiae, ODA and other forms of financial assistance have been declining. As

a result3 African countries are increasingly turning towards the HiF for

financial assistance*

9° I would like to stress here once more that the conditionally attached to

XilF resources is still a natter of concern to African countries because in our

view it lacks flexibility and has brought nore hardship to the populations of

our countries, Conditionally also sometimes prevents altogether some of our

countries fror;. access to certain facilities like the compensatory financing
facilityo It is equally inconceivable that countries which derive most of their

foreign exchange earnings .from the export of primary commodities are in effect

barred from a facility especially designed to finance export shortfalls of member

countries„ African countries also still find conditions of access to the

structural adjustment facility difficult to comply with and we would urge the

Fund management to look again into the facilities offered with a view to raakinr

then more accessible to its poorer member countries especially those of Sub-
Saharan Africa;

10= With regard to external indebtedness> our countries continue to suffer from

large outflows of foreign exchange to service their debts and we would like to

appeal to the Fund, whose programme are conditional to rescheduling, to redesign

more flexible programmes and policies for the countries of our region and to

encourage creditors to improve their rescheduling terms by allowing longer grace

and maturity periods as veil as lower interest rates, In certain casea, the

Fund ought to advocate the cancellation or conversion into grants of the debt of

some Sub-Saharan African countries especially the least developed ones. Moreover,

the IMF itself has become a iiajor creditor^ it is only proper that it ought to

set^up a new mechanism designed to help the IMF debtor countries to repay their
obligations so as to preserve their creditworthinessc

11. Furthermorej we urge that decisions on iioney and finance9 which are presentl?

concentrated in the hands of few countries should be democratized to allow

developing countries to participate in that process. To this end9 we urge the

Fund to convene an international conference on money and finance for development

with a view to descussingwinter alia,, the modalities for a new international
monetary system.
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12, With regard to the World Bank, we would like to emphasize that in the face

of dwindling resources for development, the Bank has great importance in the

provision of finance for developments It is in this connection that we are

appealing to the management of the World Bank to increase its lending in real

terms and on concessional terns to the countries of our region especially during

the period 1987-1990 when our countries are iKplementinp APPER and U1TPAAERD.

In order to achieve the required increase in lending in real terras the World Bank

ought to proceed as soon as possible to an increase in its authorised capital

which is now overdue*

13. We appreciate the World Bank's swift response to the particularly difficult

economic situation of sub-Saharan African countries through the establishment of

the Special Facility for sub-Saharan Africa. We are however, disturbed by the

discontinuation of the Facility and would urge the Bank to replenish the facility

taking into account the continuing needs for more resources of African countries
during the period 1906-1990. T/e sincerely hope that the major industrial countries

will contribute generously to the Facility with a view to keeping it operational

for the duration of the priority programme for Africa's Economic Recovery,

l^o African countries still rlepenrl heavily on IDA resources because of their
concessional nature. The recently agreed eighth replenishment which amounted to
USV12OU billion is most welcome and we wo^ild like to seise this opportunity to
congratulate both the donors and the management of the World Bank on this important

achievement,, Howevers we would like to add that Africa is the continent that

is nost in need of these resources3 a fact that should be taken into account in
the new allocation of IDA resourceso He would therefore urge the World Bank

management to devote at least 50 per cent of IDA resources to development prgorannes

in sub-Saharan African countries, Moreover9 now that nany African countries have
recognised the importance of the private sector in the process of economic

recovery and development9 we would like to urge the IFC to intensify its activities

in Africa including the mobilisation of private external fund for investment in
the countries of the region. In addition to the activities of the IFC3 the World

Bank ought to mobilise more resources ou concessional terms for African countries

especially the least developed ones0 It is regrettable that the industrial
countries have not so far managed to increase their ODA to reach the 0,7 per cent

Of GUP called for in the International Development Strategy for the Third

United Nations Development Decade, It is also equally regrettable that the

industrial countries have not yet honoured their commitment to provide 0?.15 per
cent of their G?IP to the least developed countries as called for by the Substantial

Hew Programme of Action„ We would like to appeal to the World Bank to make more

efforts to persuade the developed countries to honour their commitments to the

developing countries especially those of Africa which are going through particularly
difficlut times -

15o On Africa's external indebtedness9 we wish to stress that these cannot be

seperated from the overall issue of rerource flows0 Therefore-, the World Bank

ought to intensify its efforts to promot growth as the only viable solution for

the debt crisis of African countries. It is only through ,-rrowth that African
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countries can increase and improve their capacity to service their debts„
Therefore, since the World Bank itself has becone a major creditor, we would
urge its manaoenont to design relief measures on its own loans especially for
the weakest African countries„ In addition, the World Bank should also
help persuade the major creditors to improve the terns of rescheduling of
Africa's debt ir.cludinn; the conversion into enuity and .-rants of the debts c^
the LDCs.

16. _Ne would emphasize that the No:.-ld Bank should concentrate its investment
in agriculture and food productions a sector which has been singled out as

deserving utmost priority in both ATPER and UI7PAAEKD. Other sectors such'as
industry, health, human resources, trade and finance, which are supportive of
agriculture, ought also to receive the required prioritv in the operations of
the World Bank in Africa, The island countries, the land-locked countries and
the drought stricken countries of the Sahel deserve a special consideration
because of their unique and difficult situations-

17. We wish to express once more our strong opposition to the continuing
trends towards cross-conditionality with regard to our relations with the *Mnd
ana the World Bank. To this eiv.% ve appeal to the ruana^enent of these
institutions to consider individual projects on their own merits and not based on
fulfilment of other conditions.


